
ACCUQUILT- RAG QUILTING



Brought to you by: 



RAG DIES



Why make a rag quilt?
◦ GO! Rag dies make a fast and easy rag quilt for a loved one.
◦ Rag quilts make great gifts for new babies, graduations, the holidays and more.
◦ You can change the number and size of the 8 1/2" rag squares in the quilt to make it 

larger or smaller.
◦ Quilters love rag quilts because they are easy to make and perfect for snuggling!
◦ The GO! Rag Square-8 1/2" die makes it even easier by saving hours of tedious hand 

cutting.
◦With the fringe already included on our rag dies, cutting out this quilt is quick work. 
◦ Additionally, since its straight line sewing, this quilt pattern is perfect for beginner 

quilters and a must-have for their collection. 
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First Up: 8 ½” Rag Square



• The GO! Rag Square-8 1/2" die 
features specialized dog-ears and a 1" 
seam allowance with 3/4" fringe cut to 
a consistent 1/4" width for easy 
alignment and piecing.

• Use GO! Square-6 1/2" (55000) to 
cut batting squares to make rag quilts 
even warmer.

• Cut rag squares out of a variety of 
fabrics: flannels, homespun fabric, 
fleece, cotton, Cuddle® fabrics and 
more!

• GO! Rag Square-8 1/2" is designed to 
work with appliqué shapes that are 5 
1/2" or smaller.



How to cut 8 ½” Rag Square
For best cutting results, position fabric on the lengthwise grain (straight of grain) as it goes 
under the roller.

Advised to start with 1 layer of fabric for rag dies

•40" wide fabric: Cut 9" strips across the width of fabric. Fanfold into 9" widths. Place on 
selected blade and cut. Cut 4 rag squares across the width of fabric. One yard of 40" wide 
fabric cuts 16 rag squares.

•60" wide fabric: Cut 9" strips across the width of fabric. Fanfold into 9" widths. Place on 
selected blade and cut. Cut 6 rag squares across the width of fabric. One yard of 60" wide 
fabric cuts 24 rag squares.



Tips:
• Rag Quilt dies must be 

cleaned periodically to 
remove fabric threads. Use 
the GO! Die Pick (55105) to 
clean trapped fabric.

• It’s a good idea to keep an 
extra cutting mat on hand for 
Rag Quilt dies.

Video on how to clean your dies: https://youtu.be/dHLiPNSlSuE

https://www.accuquilt.com/die-pick.html
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Next Up: 5 ¼” Rag Square



4 patch



How to cut 5 1/4” Rag Square
For best cutting results, position fabric on the lengthwise grain (straight of grain) as it goes 
under the roller.

Advised to start with 1 layer of fabric for rag dies

•40" wide fabric: Cut 11" strips across the width of fabric. Fanfold into 5 3/4" widths. Place 
on selected blade and cut. Cut six rag squares across the width of fabric. One yard of 40" 
wide fabric cuts 36 rag squares.

•60" wide fabric: Cut 11" strips across the width of fabric. Fanfold into 5 3/4" widths. Place 
on selected blade and cut. Cut 10 rag squares across the width of fabric. One yard of 60" 
wide fabric cuts 60 rag squares.



How to sew a rag quilt:
1. Layer two squares of the same fabric wrong sides together. Optional: Center batting 

square between layers
2. Sew an “X” through layered squares. Reinforce stitching at beginning and end of each 

line of stitching.
3. Layout “quilted” squares to your liking
4. Place a strip of blue painters' tape 1" to the right of machine needle to use as a guide 

for sewing the 1" seam allowance.
5. Pin and sew squares together through all layers using a slightly shorter stitch length 

(2.0). Press seams open.
6. Pin and sew rows together to complete quilt. Press seams open.
7. Topstitch 1" around perimeter of quilt.
8. Cut fringe into corner squares as desired to match die cut fringe seam allowances.
9. Rag quilts are typically laundered to fully “bloom” the fringe. (Note: a commercial 

washer/dryer is recommended. Clean lint trap often as a large amount of lint is 
released.)



Tired of squares?

Not into squares?

Up for a new shape?





How about circles?
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With GO! Rag Circle-6 1/2", you can create 
faux cathedral window projects using a 
simple construction method that is “quilt as 
you go”. 

The GO! Rag Circle-6 1/2" die features 
specialized dog-ears and a 1" seam 
allowance with 3/8" fringe for easy 
alignment and piecing. 



How to cut 6 1/2” Circle Rag Square
For best cutting results, position fabric on the lengthwise grain (straight of grain) as it goes 
under the roller.

Advised to start with 1 layer of fabric for rag dies

Cut a 7" strip across the width of fabric. Fanfold into 7" widths. Place on selected blade and 
cut. Cut five rag circles across the width of fabric. One yard of 40" wide fabric cuts 25 rag 
circles.
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1. Place the first circle in each row wrong side 
up and draw a line between the notch in the 
top right-hand corner and the notch in the 
bottom right-hand corner. 
2. Pin the first and second circles in each row 
right sides together. Sew along line. 
3. Draw a line, wrong side of fabric, between 
the top and bottom right-hand notches of the 
second circle. 
4. Pin the second and third circles in the row 
right sides together. Sew along line. Repeat 
adding the fourth circle to the row. 
5. Center a batting/fleece square inside each 
circle.
6. Center a 5" fabric square on top of each 
fleece square. Press flaps open. Tuck excess 
fabric under flaps. 

How to sew 6 1/2” Circle Rag Block



7. Sew 3/8" away from frayed 
edge of flaps.

How to sew 6 1/2” Circle Rag Block



8. Place a ruler along the flat edge of notches in each 
row. Draw a line along length of the row.
9. Pin row one to row two, fabric squares facing out. Sew 
along line. Press flaps open.
10. Repeat steps 9 and 10 sewing row two to row three, 
etc. 

How to sew 6 1/2” Circle Rag Block



11. Sew 3/8" away from frayed edge of flaps,
alternating between both sides of flaps. Repeat sewing along 
opposite sides.
12. To finish outside edges, press circle flaps over 1". Pin and 
sew 3/8" from frayed edge.

Video: https://youtu.be/gmpmX6EG6XI

How to sew 6 1/2” Circle Rag Block





All patterns can be found on 
www.accuquilt.com









Need more?

AccuQuilt 8 ½” Rag Die: https://youtu.be/KzOBMyJ8MCA
AccuQuilt 5 ¼” Rag Die: https://youtu.be/Z2rN4x4ZNlA
AccuQuilt Rag Assembly: https://youtu.be/i3GkAHKcWhk
AccuQuilt 6 ½” Circle Rag: https://youtu.be/ekIpUeAM-Cw
AccuQuilt Cleaning Rag Dies: https://youtu.be/Y6oqIWwOJeg

Questions?

https://youtu.be/KzOBMyJ8MCA
https://youtu.be/Z2rN4x4ZNlA
https://youtu.be/i3GkAHKcWhk
https://youtu.be/ekIpUeAM-Cw
https://youtu.be/Y6oqIWwOJeg
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